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The ranking of each class in WBC was finished finally. We are going to 
forward to decide how many riders to be promoted to Elite 2013.  

Dear Jury R3 Final, 

 

Here is the right Scratch ranking chart in PDF and we should decide 
how many riders from the ranking to be promoted to Elite for the next 
year. 

We have already decided the top 3 to Elite. If you want to add some 
riders, send me your list and opinion. 

 

Sincerely yours, 

Hiro 

Lead juror 

 

OPINION FROM HIRO: 

Armand on 4th in the ranking is a good rider. But his best place was 4th 
in R3. If we promote him, we should also think about Ansis, 4th and 
Martin 5th that they got 3rd place in Scratch this year. China is asking 
Xuan (he was 2010 Elite) to promote to Elite. 

 

Hiro 

Dear Hiro, 



 

all member of Jury and Presidium have already write about Scratch. 
Nothing opposition about the formal request of Armand Molla in Elite 
Category. All members have write with positive opinion.  

You have copy of all email. For the next season 2013 we will have 4 new 
riders in Elite category (without exclude new entry from the new system 
2013). 

The 3 first from Scratch and the Junior World Champion Armand Molla. 

I think this question is positively closed since over one week. 

 

Best regards, 

Giuliano 

Dear Giuliano, 

 

We should take the right process in our work. Started vote for Almand 
before we finished Scratch ranking is not in the right process. And of 
course we do not close it yet. However we should decide the numbers 
to promote to Elite from Scratch for 2013 should follow the way we have 
been doing. I think it is normal. 

 

Sincerely yours, 

Hiro 
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